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Friday Night [under the] Lights… 
2016 

 
 
 
Happy Friday...   
 
Crap. Not again.  Another horrific event in the world of out-of-hospital medicine… 
 
I think EMS changed forever in the early morning hours of June 12th.  I’m betting every one of 
you had the same exact response as I did.  It was sickening. 
 
My first reaction was one of disbelief – Couldn’t possibly be 20 people killed (the initial number 
released by the media).  As more information rolled in, my disbelief turned to horror.  Horror 
turned to anger and eventually (and for me it was a couple of days) anger turned to resolve. 
 
There have been way too many of these.  
The interval between events is shorter.  
The targets are varied.   The circumstances 
are different enough, but sadly similar in 
intent.   
 
The number of innocent people killed or 
injured on that Sunday is the largest this 
country has ever seen related to an active 
shooter.  Like September 11, the Pulse 
Nightclub shootings should become a loud, 
powerful wake up call for all of us. 
 
In the back of my mind, I’ve always hoped that the U.S. would never see the kind of random, 
senseless violence that we’ve watched on CNN in lands that seem far from home and so 
different than what we’re used to.   “We’re safe here, right?”  While I certainly knew in my head 
how important it was to prepare for these events, it didn’t take on the same urgency as the 
events of 9/11 or that initial Ebola diagnosis in the US created.  We moved pretty quickly as a 
profession to understand what was going on, unify our approach and act. 
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But up until that Sunday, while most in EMS were engaged in understanding and preparing for 
events like these, I don’t believe we were doing it with the driving force or urgency it demands. 
 
That’s why I think EMS changed big time on Sunday.  For all of us. 
 
And well it should.   
 
As much as we would rather none of this was happening in our world, the fact is, it is. 
 
The good news (or bad news, I suppose) is that EMS is no stranger to events like this.  After all – 
in a way, it’s what we signed up for.  We know that we have to try and predict the unpredictable.  
We are in the “Worst Case Scenario” business.  It’s our job to be ready for stuff that normal 
people don’t think of… 
 
We know that our communities expect us to be there to protect them and help them when they 
need it most. 
 
We know that sometimes we do that at great risk to 
ourselves.  
 
We know that we have to always be ready to take 
care of whatever the next one is. 
 
And this was that “next one”.   
 
Active assailant events are unfortunately becoming 
more frequent.  So, what do we do when stuff like this 
happens?   
 
I’d argue we are well prepared as a profession with 
the tools to step up and position ourselves better to prepare for and manage what future events 
may unfold.  We just haven’t done it to the degree we now must.  I think the Orlando shootings 
are a turning point in our sense of urgency. 
 
I think that’s how the events of June 12th changed EMS. 

 
We’ve had quite a few awful events in the past few years – Way 
back to September 11th (how odd it is to think about how long ago 
that was…).  Atlanta Olympic Bombings.  Boston Marathon 
Bombings.   Colorado Springs Planned Parenthood shooting.  San 
Bernardino shootings.  The Aurora Theater Shootings.  Sandy Hook.  
Fort Hood.  Virginia Tech. Anthrax.  Smallpox. 
 

The list (unfortunately) goes on.  
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So it’s time for us to approach our preparedness and action with a new sense of urgency.  I don’t 
know when the next one will occur, but I know it will. 
 
If there’s such a thing, the gifts of these past events is knowledge.  We’ve learned something 
from every one of those horrible events.  
 
Just like we did with Ebola.  Just like we did with assessment and management of motor vehicle 
trauma.  Just like we have with sepsis.  Just like we did with Stroke, STEMI and every other 
iteration of illness or injury we face in EMS. 
 
So tonight, I’d ask you to consider making this a priority personal mission.   
 
Prepare yourself, and bring along everyone you know.   
 
A quick important note here – I send FNuL out to many different folks in a ton of different 
organizations with widely varying roles.  Sometimes, if you’re a non-clinician or not involved in 
direct patient care day to day, you may tend to skip right down to the Epilogue joke if you start 
to read something you feel may not apply to you (Yes, I was shocked when I heard some of you 
may actually do that..). 
 
This next section applies to all of us – Regardless of your role, background, profession or clinical 
knowledge.  As a matter of fact, one of the messages we all need to communicate is just how 
important it is for EVERYONE to know what to do when something like this happens. 
 
Safety & survival depend on action from all…  Just like CPR and public access defibrillation in 
cardiac arrest. 
 
So – Here we go… Let’s start with a few things. 
 
 Key principles that deserve our urgent attention…  

• Understand what to do before you have to do it. 
 
Seems pretty obvious, right?  Well, unfortunately, it’s not.  Take the time (MAKE the time) to 
understand the immediate plan of action if you’re faced with an active assailant.  That means 
know what to do where you work (more and more work places have a defined plan in case of an 
active shooter – Know exactly what to do, where to go and what everyone else will be doing.  If 
your workplace doesn’t have a plan, find out who’s in charge and push the effort.  
 
It also means making sure your kids know what to do when they’re at school.  Ask them.  Ask the 
school.  Be a nerd.  Drill your kids and their friends.  Schools are particularly high risk targets.  
Vocal parents can make sure the messages are being delivered consistently and appropriately. 
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If you are a care provider, it means action based on an evolving scene. Know how to protect 
yourself, your partner and your patient in an event.  Don’t think it will be reflexive if it happens 
(Oh, I’ll know what to do…).  Think it through & be prepared.  Drill your partner (think of it as an 
investment in your own well-being). 
Understand the principles and actions defined by NIMS (the National Incident Management 
System).   
 
Yes – you probably took the classes.  
But do you remember the key 
principles?  None of these events allow 
for a “quick review” before responding.   
 
Here’s where you can go for info / 
review:  
https://www.fema.gov/training-0 
 
And by the way, NIMS is in the middle 
of “refreshing” the content.  The 
revisions are in the final phase of 
review.  Stay tuned for the update.  It’s 
probably good timing to refresh our collective unified approaches… 
 

• Understand how to stop bleeding. 
This seems so simple and so intuitive.  
 
And, from a practical standpoint, it is.  The challenge is that we need 
people to act and we need access to simple tools to stop bleeding.  
 
There is a powerful initiative championed by the Department of 
Homeland Security called “Stop the Bleed” 
(https://www.dhs.gov/stopthebleed).  The focus of this very simple, 
consistent campaign is to provide awareness to EVERYONE about how 
to stop life-threatening hemorrhage. 
 
I’d encourage you to check out their website if you haven’t seen it 
(that’s two website homework assignments for the evening). 
 
There are great resources and information available (including the new 
graphic that should start to become familiar to EVERYONE.   
 
 

 

https://www.fema.gov/training-0
https://www.dhs.gov/stopthebleed
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There are many organizations committed to sending the message about controlling bleeding and 
HOW to stop bleeding. 
 
So we have a hugely important role in EMS to spread the word.  Any way we can. 
 
Add it to CPR classes.  Put up posters.  Ask your law enforcement colleagues if they understand it 
or you can help answer questions.  Understand exactly how to use a tourniquet and know where 
they are (I now carry one in my briefcase, thank you Lynn White)… 
 
This is the beginning of a huge national effort.  EMS needs to help reinforce the urgency.   
 
Here are two fascinating cultural changes that shine a light on this initiative. 
 
The first is the newly created Bleeding Control Kit.  The idea is that these kits (note the color) 
would be placed near AEDs or in public places so people would have access to tourniquets and 
compression dressings.  In large scale events, supplies could be rapidly deployed if necessary. 
 
Note to self – The tourniquets will do no good if the person opening the box doesn’t know how 
to use them (see rant above…). 
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And last week, as I was trotting through the Charlotte Airport and I looked at the AED Cabinet 
(which I always do because I’m that kind of nerd just like you)… 
 
I just about fell on my face. 
 
This is outstanding.  Exactly the kind of public effort that helps spread the word and enhances 
preparation… 
 
 

 
Bleeding control is critical.  It’s easy and it can be done by anyone. 
 
Our (urgent) challenge is to send that message and educate EVERYONE. 
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• Build your own resiliency. 
This new chapter in our society as a whole and the specifics of it in our profession are tough.  It’s 
a pressure that adds to an already significant burden on all of us who chose this way of life. 
 
Face it.  This sucks. 
 
Don’t lose sight of how important it is to take care of yourself, your partner and your family. 
 
There’s a great concept called “resiliency” that’s pertinent to this discussion. 
 
By definition, Resilience (noun) or Resiliency (noun) means “able to recover quickly from 
misfortune; able to return to original form after being bent, compressed, or stretched out of 
shape.  
 
A human ability to recover quickly from disruptive change, or misfortune without being 
overwhelmed or acting in dysfunctional or harmful ways”. 
 
There are very good tools that help build resiliency.  As part of the AMR effort to prepare for 
(and recover from) these events, we’ve developed an educational program (you should be 
getting a notification of availability shortly) that’s pretty practical.  I’d encourage you to take a 
look at it. 
 
We’re all in this together – We will make a difference and we will make our communities safer. 
 
That’s what we do.  
 
 
 
 
 
 A glimpse of the World of AMR   
This is a great story from our colleagues in Buffalo Rural Metro / AMR… 
 
In the early morning hours, Eric Frazer, Chris Bosley and Kate Kilmer responded to a house fire. 
Upon arrival it was determined that all of the occupants were out of the house and unharmed 
but BFD had rescued ten boys and girls.  
 
The 2 week olds were turned over to RMA for care upon extrication.  All of the patients were 
dried off, warmed up, given oxygen and rehydrated orally with water.  
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 WTH?   
Two WTH’s tonight… 
 
The first comes to us from Kate Demitrus [HR Director – AMR East Region].  Apparently Sabrena 
Collins asked what she should do with her old car. 
 
Kate solved her problem, once again (Outside the Philly practice…) 
 

 
 
The next popped up in a web page today… 
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What a wonderful, wonderful way to show them your love… 
 
__________________ 
 
 Epilogue   

 
An elderly man is stopped by the police around 2 a.m. and is asked where he is going at this time 
of night.  
 
The man replies, "I am on my way to attend a lecture about gambling, hookers, alcohol abuse 
and the effects it has on the human body, as well as smoking, and staying out late."  
 
The officer then asks, "Really? Who is giving that lecture at this time of night?"  
 
The man replies, "My wife." 
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So, that’s it from my world.  Happy Friday.   
 
Thanks, as always, for what you do, how you do it and how you spread the word to others to do 
it (please don’t misinterpret that…). 
 
Enjoy your weekend… 
 

 
Ed 
______ 
 
Ed Racht, MD 
Chief Medical Officer 
American Medical Response 
ed.racht@evhc.net  
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